Abstract-The CoSMoS project aims to develop reusable tools and techniques for complex systems modelling and simulation. Using process-oriented software design techniques, we have built a concurrent model of continuous space, usable in a variety of complex systems simulations. In this paper, we describe how we refactored our space model to allow our simulations to run in an efficient and highly-scalable manner across clusters of commodity machines-and, in particular, to support distributed simulation and visualisation on the Tromsø Display Wall.
I. INTRODUCTION
The CoSMoS project 1 aims to develop a common framework for the modelling and simulation of complex systems using process-oriented software design, including a modelling process, a set of design patterns and refactoring procedures, and a toolkit of reusable software components.
CoSMoS takes a case-study-based approach to the development of modelling techniques. We have implemented a variety of textbook and real-world complex systems using process-oriented approaches, including ant colonies, bird flocking, chemical diffusion, small-world networks, symbol rewriting systems and a variety of immunological models. In addition, the TUNA project (a pilot for CoSMoS) implemented simulations of cellular automata [1] and haemostasis [2] . From these case studies, we extract design patterns that can be applied to solve common problems in complex systems modelling and simulation.
One well-known complex system is Reynolds' boids [3] , a simulation of emergent flocking behaviour in birds. Boids are independent agents moving around in continuous Ndimensional space; we use two-dimensional space here for simplicity. They have a limited field of view (an arc with a fixed radius immediately in front of them; see Figure 1 ), and follow a set of simple rules to decide their behaviour based upon the other agents they see:
• move toward the centroid of the visible flock;
• match the mean velocity of the visible flock;
• move away from other agents if they are very close. These rules cause flocks to form as an emergent behaviour. Boids is typically implemented by having each rule compute a force acting upon the boid; the forces are summed to produce the boid's velocity at each timestep.
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1 http://www.cosmos-research.org/ and they may react differently to different types of agents. In addition, the boids model can be easily modified by the addition of new rules (for example, to follow a particular path, or to react to predators or food); it operates well at a variety of levels of scale (from a handful of boids up to tens of thousands), and it has a straightforward visualisation in which anomalous behaviour can be easily spotted.
A display wall is a large, high-resolution display system for scientific applications, built by tiling a number of smaller displays [4] . The Tromsø Display Wall [5] consists of 28 projectors arranged in a 7x4 matrix, back-projecting onto the wall of a meeting room. The resulting display has a total resolution of 7168x3072 pixels (22 megapixels), and a diagonal size of 230". Each projector is driven by a dedicated PC, with the resulting 28-node cluster is connected by gigabit Ethernet. As the Display Wall was constructed entirely from commodity components, its overall cost was relatively low.
The Display Wall [5] is an ideal system for visualising large-scale simulations such as those built by CoSMoS. While many existing Display Wall applications Wall have a simulation running elsewhere and use the cluster hosts only for distributed visualisation (or even as relativelydumb displays), we would like to take advantage of the computational power available in the cluster to perform a distributed simulation with local visualisation. In this paper, we will describe the process-oriented model of space that we have developed for simulations of systems such as boids, and how we have modified it to run efficiently on clusters of machines such as the Display Wall.
Section II gives a brief introduction to process-oriented programming, and the facilities we have used in our simulation. In section III, we describe our existing model of space upon a single host. Section IV describes the refactoring process that we applied to distribute our simulation across multiple hosts. In section V, we discuss the problems arising from distributed visualisation upon the Display Wall. Finally, section VI gives our conclusions and plans for future work.
II. PROCESS-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
The CoSMoS approach to software engineering is based upon process-oriented programming, which emphasises the construction of isolated, concurrent, lightweight processes that only interact using clearly-defined interfaces. The core ideas of process-oriented programming derive from the CSP [6] and π-calculus [7] process algebras, making it possible to reason formally about the behaviour of individual processes and the system as a whole.
A number of software libraries and specialised programming languages are available to support process-oriented programming in a safe, efficient way; in particular, the CoSMoS project makes use of occam-π [8] and JCSP [9] . occam-π is a concurrent procedural language with support for extremely lightweight communication and synchronisation between processes; the occam-π compiler performs a variety of static checks to detect common concurrency errors at compile time. JCSP is a library for Java that provides process-oriented programming facilities on top of Java's native threading model; it allows process-oriented systems to be constructed that can make use of and integrate with existing Java code.
We believe that process-oriented programming is an effective approach for complex systems simulation because many complex systems are themselves inherently highly concurrent. Using a process-oriented approach, concurrent entities such as agents can be modelled directly as processes. The resulting simulation expresses a high degree of parallelism, with agents able to execute their behaviours concurrently. With appropriate runtime load-balancing support-such as that provided in the KRoC occam-π implementation [10] -a process-oriented system can take direct advantage of multicore CPUs and other parallel hardware.
Many process-oriented programs make use of the clientserver pattern [11] , in which server processes respond to requests from client processes. Servers and clients are joined using client-server connections, typically implemented using pairs of communication channels. While a server may only deal with one client at a time, server interfaces can be shared, allowing multiple clients to compete for access to the same server. Clients and servers may have arbitrarily long conversations over a connection with several messages sent in either direction. A server may itself act as a client to other servers while fulfilling the client's request; the structure of a client-server system is typically a tree.
The set of messages that may be exchanged on a particular client-server connection is described by a protocol [12] . Compile-time checks ensure that processes follow their protocols. The client-server design rules describe how to construct client-server relationships between processes so as to ensure that the resulting system will be free from deadlock and livelock. Server processes are often used in processoriented programming as a safer alternative to objects located in shared memory. We design client-server systems (and process networks in general) using an informal graphical language; see Figure 2 for an example.
Barriers are often used to provide all the agents in a simulation with a shared sense of time. A barrier is a synchronisation object visible to a number of processes. When a process tries to synchronise upon the barrier, it will be blocked until all the processes that can see the barrier are also trying to synchronise upon it; once all processes are engaged, the barrier completes and the processes can continue. (A barrier is therefore equivalent to a CSP event.)
The simplest way to regulate simulation time using barriers is to have each process synchronise on a shared barrier at the end of each timestep; that way, no process can enter the next timestep until all the others have finished the previous one. While this is sufficient for the boids simulation, it is somewhat inefficient in that every process must take part in every timestep. More elaborate schemes can be used to provide for multiple timescales or more flexible timing requirements within a more complex simulation.
It is often useful to subdivide each timestep into several phases [13] , with a barrier synchronisation by all interested processes at the end of each phase. A model with agents viewing an environment could use two phases: in the first phase, all the agents would obtain a view of their surroundings, and in the second phase, they would perform their movement actions for the current timestep. This approach ensures the consistency of the simulation-the view will not change before all the agents have obtained it-while still allowing the agents' computations to proceed in parallel.
III. MODELLING SPACE
Occoids, our implementation of the boids model, is written in occam-π. It features two types of agents: boids, which follow the boids rules, and trees, which have no behaviour and simply act as obstacles for the boid flocks to navigate around.
A. Modelling Position
While discrete positioning is sufficient for systems such as cellular automata, in order to simulate a system like boids it is preferable to allow coordinates to be real numbers. We model space as a regular grid of location server processes, each of which represents a region of continuous space which may contain any number of agents [14] . Each agent is a client to the location it occupies. Dividing our space model into multiple processes allows agents to find out about nearby agents while avoiding contention on a centralised store of agent positions.
A location keeps a record of the agents it currently contains, along with their positions relative to the centre of its region. Each location is provided with references to the server interfaces of its eight neighbouring locations (although it does not communicate with them directly itself). Agent positioning is therefore entirely relative, with no inherent need for a global coordinate system; this allows space to be dynamically extended, and unusual spatial topologies to be constructed.
The interface provided by location processes supports three requests:
• enter, sent by an agent when it first enters a location along with an initial position; • move, sent by an agent when it wants to move, along with a velocity vector that will be added to its current position; • look, which responds with a list of the agents in the location. The server will respond to enter and move requests with one of two responses:
• stay-here, if the agent can stay in the current location;
• go-there, if the agent has moved across a location boundary, along with a reference to the new location's server interface and a position relative to that location's centre. In order to move, an agent sends a move message to its location giving its velocity. If the server replies stay-here, no more needs to be done. If it replies go-there, the agent must send an enter message to its new location. The new location may in turn reply either stay-here or go-there; the agent simply repeats this process until it receives a stayhere response. This allows an agent to move across several locations in one step, without the locations needing to know about anything other than their immediate neighbours.
B. Modelling Vision
At the start of each timestep, each boid must look around to find the other agents within its field of view. One way to achieve this would be for each boid to directly interrogate all the locations that intersect its field of view-but this is inefficient, because each boid must perform several communications, and awkward because it requires each boid to be a client to all the locations it can see into as well as the location it is in.
Instead, each location has a corresponding viewer process, which at the start of each timestep interrogates the surrounding location processes and builds a view list containing all the agents that may be visible to an agent inside its location, and their positions relative to the centre of its location. (At present, we restrict the maximum radius of a boid's field of view to be the width of a location, so the viewer process only needs to interrogate its location and its immediate neighbours.) We split each timestep into two phases to ensure that the viewer processes have all obtained a consistent view of the world before the agents start moving around.
The viewer provides a server interface that responds to a look message with its current view list-which the agent must filter to extract only the other agents that are actually within its field of view, and to exclude itself. We extended the location protocol so that when an agent enters a location, it is given a connection to the corresponding viewer. The viewer is therefore shared between all the agents in a location, and the view needs only to be assembled once per timestep.
C. Modelling Agents
Many simulations need to include multiple types of agents with different behaviours. To make this easier, we divide the responsibilities of the agent as described above into a pair of processes: an agent process and a behaviour process, joined by a private client-server connection.
The agent process implements the movement and viewing algorithms as described above, and provides a simple server interface that understands the following requests:
• move, with a velocity vector, producing no response;
• look, which causes the agent to respond with the current view. The behaviour process implements the behaviour appropriate for the agent's type. A boid's behaviour process repeatedly retrieves the view with a look request, applies the boids rules to the result, and sends a move request with the computed velocity. A tree's behaviour process does nothing.
Using this approach, the details of the space model are entirely hidden from the behaviour process. This makes it straightforward to add new types of agents to the simulation, since the programmer only needs to implement a new behaviour process and can reuse the existing agent process. Furthermore, we can change the implementation of the space model by changing only the agent process.
Process creation is cheap in process-oriented systems, so the overheads of abstracting common behaviour out into a separate process in this way are minimal-comparable to abstracting shared behaviour out into a superclass in an object-oriented system. Figure 3 shows a sample process network for the singlehost simulation. An overview of the protocols and phases used in the simulation are shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively.
D. A Complete Simulation?
The simulation we have described is highly concurrentagents compute their movement vectors in parallel-and owing to the occam-π runtime's load-balancing support, it can already take advantage of multiple CPU cores on a single host. However, in order to run bigger simulations, or to make use of distributed visualisation, we need to able to distribute the simulation across a cluster of hosts. 
IV. DISTRIBUTING THE SIMULATION
A. An Initial Approach
Our first approach was to distribute our existing the space model by splitting up our existing process network across multiple hosts in the cluster: each host therefore simulates a region of space by running the location processes corresponding to that region.
This can be achieved with relatively little effort using pony [15] , a transparent networking system for occam-π. pony provides network channels that have the same semantics as local channels, but operate between hosts over a network. Network channels therefore have much higher latency than local channels. In addition, where local channels can simply move references to memory between processes upon communication, network channels must copy data. A local channel is automatically upgraded to a network channel if one end of it is sent over the network. In addition, pony provides a nameserver that lets a distributed occam-π application discover and assemble its components.
Network channels can be used to construct client-server connections over a network in the same way as local channels. Converting a local application to a distributed 1. Viewer processes update 2. Agent processes retrieve views and perform actions application using pony is usually very straightforward, since only the initial setup of the application's channels needs to be changed. We modified our simulation so that it allocated network channels rather than local channels for the client-server connections between locations that are on opposite sides of a host boundary. The resulting simulation ran correctly-but very slowly. In addition, the performance became steadily worse as time progressed. This was the result of two problems:
• Firstly, on each timestep, all the viewer processes request the contents of the locations they are viewing. For viewer processes on the "edge" of a host, this means transferring the view over the network from one or more locations, rather than simply moving a reference locally. Furthermore, since each location is seen by multiple viewers, the view is transferred multiple times.
• Secondly, while boids move around in virtual space, their agent and behaviour processes remain on the host they started on-and are thus communicating with their locations and viewers over a high-latency, data-copying network connection. This is by far the more significant effect, and is the cause of the simulation slowing down as more boids migrate between hosts.
B. Refactoring the Model
In order to get good performance from our simulation, we needed to refactor our model of space so that it presented the same behaviour to agents, while significantly reducing the number of network communications.
To fix the first problem, we introduced ghost processes. A ghost process acts as a local proxy for a location on the other side of a network connection, providing the same server interface as the location. (Ghost processes are therefore an instance of the remote proxy pattern [16] that is common in distributed applications.) In a new phase added at the start of each timestep, each ghost requests a view from its location and caches the result; when it receives a view request, it can respond immediately with the cached view without needing to consult the real location. Ghosts handle other requests by forwarding them to the underlying location.
In order to solve the second problem, we needed to move processes around between hosts: when a process attempts to cross a host boundary by moving to a location on a different host, it should be checkpointed, terminated on the current host, and restarted on the destination host. The occam-π language provides limited facilities for first-class suspendable processes in the form of mobile processes [17] , but pony does not yet support sending mobile processes between hosts; fortunately, the same idea is relatively straightforward to implement by hand.
We extended the location protocol so that the enter message may elicit a suspend response. When the agent receives suspend, it generates a representation of its internal state, sends it back to the location in a suspended message, and then terminates. The location is then responsible for restarting the agent using the saved state on the destination host-which will be the host that the location is running on.
Similarly, we extended the agent protocol so that suspension could happen upon a move. Unfortunately, the behaviour processes must be modified to support suspension; this is straightforward enough for simple agents such as boids that loop performing the same action, but would be more awkward for agents with complex internal control flow; better language support for explicit process suspension would make this more straightforward.
To detect when an agent is crossing a host boundary, we used the ghost processes. If an agent is trying to enter a ghost process, it must be crossing a host boundary, so the ghost can always respond to enter with suspend. The location protocol was extended with a start-new request that causes a new agent to be spawned with a provided initial state; this is used by ghost processes to restart suspended agents, and is also useful for dynamically injecting new agents into a running simulation. Figure 6 shows a sample process diagram for the refactored distributed simulation; Figure 7 shows the extended protocols, and Figure 8 shows the phases.
We measured the performance of the resulting simulation on a 31-node cluster at Kent with the same network architecture as the Display Wall. We found that the simulation speed was (within a margin of error) independent of the number of hosts in the simulation-as expected, since all the hosts perform their communications in parallel, and only communicate with their immediate neighbours-which demonstrates excellent scalability: the simulation size can be increased by adding more nodes to the simulation. However, the time taken per simulation timestep was significantly larger when running on the cluster than when running on a single host-owing to the latency involved in network communication.
C. Asynchronous Messaging
Since the clusters available to us are built from commodity PC hardware with conventional network interfaces and offthe-shelf operating systems, there is nothing we can reasonably do about the latency inherent in network communication, interrupt handling or operating system processing. On the other hand, we can speed up the simulation by avoiding round trips across the network-cases where we send a packet and have to wait for a reply until we can continue, incurring two lots of network transmission latency.
Both occam-π's local channels and pony's network channels implement the full CSP synchronisation semantics: a write will block until there is a corresponding read, and vice versa. This requires a network round trip to acknowledge that the communication has completed at both ends. However, client-server communication usually does not require this synchronisation behaviour, because a request message can be explicitly acknowledged with a response message; asynchronous, buffered messaging suffices for implementing client-server connections. (Similar techniques are common in languages such as Erlang [18] that use asynchronous messaging as a communication mechanism.)
We built Trap, an efficient asynchronous messaging system for occam-π and Python, as part of an investigation into process-oriented implementations of MPI-style collective operations [19] . Trap provides order-preserving asynchronous network channels, implemented using a lightweight TCPbased protocol. In addition, Trap includes an IO scheduling system that allows the occam-π system to efficiently perform a set of communications with the minimal number of operating system calls, further reducing overheads.
As a result of the previous refactoring, the only channels that now need to span the network are the connections between ghosts and their corresponding real locations. This 1. Ghost processes update 2. Viewer processes update 3. Agent processes retrieve views and perform actions made it very straightforward to replace these channels with Trap connections. The resulting simulation has the same excellent scalability as the pony-based simulation, but runs significantly faster, since it only requires half the number of network round trips for each view request from a ghost process to its underlying location, all of which occur in parallel in phase 1.
In the case of start-new messages sent during agent migration in phase 3, no round trip is necessary at all, as the message requires no response. This works particularly well when a flock of boids migrate together across a host boundary, since their messages will be batched together by Trap for transport across the network.
V. THE DISPLAY WALL
We have successfully run our distributed version of Occoids on the Tromsø Display Wall, dividing space up among hosts in a way that corresponds to the display tiles on the wall (Figure 9 ). Each host also runs a visualisation process that is responsible for drawing the contents of its locations. Since the visualisation is performed locally, it involves no network traffic beyond that already necessary to distribute the simulation; unlike other Display Wall applications, no graphics need be sent around.
Visualising our simulation on the Display Wall has a number of advantages. The Display Wall is large enough to completely fill a user's field of vision, making it possible to get an "immersive" overview of the behaviour of a large simulation as a whole, while at the same time having high enough resolution that the details of individual interactions can be easily seen. We believe that an effective visualisation of a complex system can be a powerful tool for helping to understand the behaviours of the system. We found highresolution visualisation to be very useful when debugging Occoids: the boids should move in a "natural" way when the simulation is running correctly, so many kinds of anomalous behaviours -such as discontinuities at the edges of locations, or errors in the boid movement computations -can be made obvious by the filtering abilities of the human eye.
Synchronisation of display updates is generally a concern when doing distributed visualisation. Our visualisation processes draw one screen update per simulation cycle, during phase 2 of the simulation. While the phases of the whole simulation are implicitly locked together by the communications performed between hosts in each phase, it is still possible for the display updates to occur at slightly different times on different hosts -for example, a host containing many agents will take longer to draw its visualisation than an empty host. In practice, we have found this not to be a problem when visualising Occoids; since the moving boids are small, the unsynchronised display updates are not visually distracting. For visualisation involving moving entities that span multiple tiles -for example, 3D objects -tighter synchronisation would be necessary, and could be obtained using a dedicated display barrier.
One shortcoming of our current implementation is that agents that span multiple hosts -in particular, the trees in Occoids -are only drawn on the host that is running the corresponding agent process. We intend to fix this by making use of the ghost processes to make agents on other hosts available to the local visualisation.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown how process-oriented programming techniques can be used to construct a model of continuous space for complex systems simulations with a high degree of internal parallelism. We have described how such a model can be refactored to run in an efficient and highly-scalable manner upon a cluster of commodity PCs.
While we built the space model initially for use in Occoids, we have since reused it in several other complex systems simulations, including Amos' ant-based annular sorting [20] and a model of lymphocyte migration in high endothelial venules [21] , [22] . These new applications required only slight extensions to the space model described above: for the ants model, the location protocol was extended to allow agents to remove other agents from the simulation, and for the lymphocyte migration model, the coordinate system was changed from two-dimensional to three-dimensional space. The techniques described above for distributing Occoids can be applied directly to these new simulations.
We have also performed experiments with Occoids in which we introduced new types of agents such as food and predators, and new behaviours for the boids. These required no modification to the space model at all.
Through our work with the Display Wall, we have demonstrated how distributed simulation can be combined with distributed rendering to provide efficient, high-resolution visualisation of the behaviour of a complex system. We have discussed some of the issues that arose while implementing distributed visualisation, and how we plan to address them.
We plan to experiment further with dynamic loadbalancing between hosts in a cluster; this would be particularly useful for a flocking model such as boids in which the number of boids in a region of space can vary greatly as time progresses. One way to achieve this would be to dynamically vary the sizes of locations so as to expand quiet regions and contract busy regions, migrating agents between them to balance the load.
In addition, we plan to consider potential enhancements to process-oriented languages and libraries to ease the construction of distributed simulations such as these, such as native support for asynchronous network communication and more flexible mobile process facilities. Over the long term, we would like to investigate the possibility of a distributed runtime for process-oriented systems that could perform some degree of automatic load-balancing for a distributed simulation.
